
Argentinian-Spanish expressionist mime artist Martin Kent returns
with his one-man show

Slipstick is a combination of slapstick and loads of clown lipstick, spectacular
over-the-top impersonations of parodies, satire and caricature. The audience will
witness a surreal circus of more than 15 characters, including a half-man and
half-woman, a ballerina with many legs, a deaf opera singer, a living Mona Lisa
and life size puppets drawn from mythical movies. Slapstick humour and costume
changes are mixed in with serious tributes, demonstrating the skill of the actor.

Speaking about coming  back to the Edinburgh Festival Fringe Martin Kent says:
‘I feel so lucky and honoured to play at the Fringe for 2nd year. My performance
passes the boundaries of the language. Through my physical body, facial
expressions  I have created a unique show that an audience of any age and from
any country can enjoy and laugh out loud.’

Martin Kent has been performing on the cabaret circuit and in theatres across
Spain, UK and South America for over 30 years. Slipstick is a gallery of his own
creations, inspired in the world of Art, Music and Cinema.

‘A great impersonator’ MMMMM La Nacion

‘A flawless international show, that in addition to making Europe laugh,
manages to transport the public on a journey that is overflowing with
talent’ MMMMM Butaca Teatral

‘Enjoy the Spectacular Slipstick, the performance that lights up the stage
with a blaze of fabulous imagination’ MMMMM Round Town News

www.martinkent.com
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ten word blurb
Spectacular show featuring one of the best mime and impersonator artistes
in Europe!
twenty word blurb
Be stunned by the quickest change artist and mime comedy entertainer
Martin Kent, in one hour of pure adrenaline!

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Spectacular show featuring one of the best mime and impersonator artistes
in Europe! Be stunned by the quickest change artist and mime comedy
entertainer Martin Kent, in one hour of pure adrenaline! ‘A great
impersonator’ ***** (La Nación). www.MartinKent.com
fringe web blurb
Spectacular solo show featuring one of the best mime and impersonator
artistes in Europe! Witness the preparation of an actor in an imaginary
mirror, before the start of a true extravaganza. The surreal circus of
characters includes a ballerina with six legs, a living cartoon Mona Lisa
trying to run away from her portrait, life-size puppets inspired by The Sound
of Music, and over-the-top parodies of rock and pop celebrities. Complete
with madcap slapstick humour, irreverent satire and a miniature Titanic! One
hour of pure adrenaline! ‘A great impersonator’ ***** (La Nación).
‘Flawless…overflowing with talent’ ***** (Butaca Teatral).
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Argentinian-Spanish expressionist mime artist Martin Kent return his one-man
show at this year’s Fringe

 C Venues presents

SLIPSTICK a combination of slapstick and loads of clown lipstick, is a
spectacular over-the-top impersonations of parodies ,  satire and caricature.

The audience will witness a surreal circus of more than 15 characters,
including; a half-man and half-woman, a ballerina with many legs, a deaf
opera singer, a living Monalisa and life size puppets inspired by mitical movies
Slapstick humour and costume changes are mixed in with serious tributes,
demonstrating the skill of the actor.

Speaking about coming back to the Edinburgh Festival Fringe Martin Kent
says:

“I feel so lucky and honoured to play at the Fringe for 2nd year&#039;&#039;

My performance passes the boundaries of the language. Through my physical
body, facial expressions I have created a unique show that an audience of any
age and from any country can enjoy and laugh out loud ”

Martin Kent has been performing on the cabaret circuit and in theatres across
Spain, UK  and South America for over 30 years.

SLIPSTICK is a gallery of his own creations, inspired in the world of Art, Music
and Cinema.

“A great impersonator”

  La Nacion ✭✭✭✭✭

”A flawless international show, that in addition to making Europe laugh,
manages to transport the public on a journey that is overflowing with talent”
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including; a half-man and half-woman, a ballerina with many legs, a deaf
opera singer, a living Monalisa and life size puppets inspired by mitical movies
Slapstick humour and costume changes are mixed in with serious tributes,
demonstrating the skill of the actor.

Speaking about coming back to the Edinburgh Festival Fringe Martin Kent
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“I feel so lucky and honoured to play at the Fringe for 2nd year&#039;&#039;

My performance passes the boundaries of the language. Through my physical
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